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History
The entrepreneur and innovator who has developed and produced
SkiSelector is Peter Stenlund, from the town of Piteå in northern Sweden.
Peter Stenlund has a background within industrial business and product 
development, and his past work experience includes time spent at
Sunds Defibrator AB, ABB, CARAN and Samhall Industri where he has
been responsible for establishing new business operations and
developing new products, systems and services with responsibility for
around 300 employees.

Industrial products with integrated electronics, self-learning sensors and
products based on composite materials are Peter Stenlund’s niche
technical areas, within which a number of patents have been granted. 
Peter has won international awards for several products and systems.

” SkiSelector is a challenge I decided to take on when Niklas Jonsson
and Magnus Ingesson, both former elite skiers from Piteå, described
during a joint project the problem of how a skier may have to search
among several thousand pairs of skis in order to find one suitable pair
of skis for each type of skiing conditions.”

The first generation of the SkiSelector system was produced in 
aluminium and that was a major step forward, but further
development was required and steel was the next natural step in the development process. The software 
and the entire system, including everything from the machine itself, electronics, business development, sales, 
analyses, training, support, etc. has been developed on an on-going basis since 2005.

The first SkiSelector system was delivered to Atomic in conjunction with the Winter Olympics in Turin in 2006. 
During 2007-2009, SkiSelector was produced in steel, and the software and training was still in its infancy. 
Since 2009, the SkiSelector machines have been produced in granite and steel, and the entire system covers 
wireless communication and server solutions.

The SkiSelector Academy was established in 2011. Comprehensive training is implemented on an on-going 
basis at the same time that the operative business development support for retailers is being increased.
The business is very R&D-oriented with focus on the business development of services that provide a better 
skiing experience and the reliable selection of the fastest skis for each skier in different types of conditions.
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About skis
The ski’s influence on the 

skiing experience

The ski’s influence

Waxing

Structure

About SkiSelector
SkiSelector, a patented Swedish innovation, is an 
advanced measuring system that can analyse 
all the important properties of a ski in about 25 
seconds and present a picture that everyone 
can easily understand.

SkiSelector is an effective aid when it comes to 
selecting the optimal ski for each type of surface 
and conditions as well as for each individual 
skier, from recreational skiers to elite competitors.

All skis are unique, in the same way as fingerprints. 
The reason is that the material and the product are 
created simultaneously. Cross-country skis consist of 
a composite laminate and approx. 80% of a skier’s 
experience is dependent on the skis’ features. 
A ski’s design and the production process are 
decisive in relation to the camber curve, the ski’s 
features and thus the skiing experience.

With waxing and structure you can influence a ski’s 
properties in terms of grip and glide by approx. 10-
15% each. Most manufacturers can supply skis that 
suit different skiers. 
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SkiSelector – save 30 minutes or more during Vasaloppet
– stop struggling with poor grip and useless glide, choose the right skis with
SkiSelector to enjoy the best skiing experience. 

– the patented Swedish innovation SkiSelector measures and analyses the skis’ 
properties and presents a picture of the camber curve on a computer screen that 
everyone can understand.

Choosing skis
Select the most suitable skis for you and your needs. It is rare that a ski from a professional skier meet the needs of an amateur, 
even though it does happen. The ski should be chosen according to the characteristics of the track and the environment 
in which they are to be used, eg cold ski in the north of Scandinavia, sticky skis in the lowland of southern Scandinavia and 
universal skis in Mälardalen, Stockholm.  Perfect matching skis can be allocated in the store, as the skier’s physical status and 
experience is known. 

An excellent ski corresponds to the skiers: technical skills, style and the environment in which the skier is regularly based. The 
ski experience depends on the features of the ski expressed by the curve in SkiSelector. A perfect designed ski for cold and 
dry tracks with powder snow is likely to work less well in wet, hard tracks with coarse-grained snow. 

Classic skiing – Principles
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6-8 of 10 skiers who have received 
help to choose their skis in a 
traditional fashion with a simple 
control equipment end up with skis 
that are not at all suitable and find it 
hard or impossible to achieve good 
grip and/or glide.

PLEASE NOTE! 
No wax or structure can solve the problem of 
a ski’s rigidity or camber curve not suiting the 
skier or the skiing conditions in question.

If you feel uncertain, we recommend 
that you get your skis analysed.
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For classic skiing skier presses down one ski with the help of the body 
weights shifted position in order to get contact between the waxed 
skis and the snow. The wax keeps the ski fixed by the friction between 
the ski base and the snow, the second ski is to be moved forward. 
A ski is required to have the correct span curve and stiffness in order to 
suit the skier’s weight, technique and experience, otherwise there will 
be no grip and poor slide.

1. When the span curve at full weight spreads out flat for weight 
transferred to full weight, the wax spot will not fit in 
resulting in no grip.

2. When the span curve has large space between the ski base  
and the snow, it will not stick –resulting in no grip.

3. A good span curve suits many skiers. 

4. Stiffness curve clearly states if the skier is suited for professional 
or amateur use.

The difference between attachment and no grip is minimal, 
SkiSelector measures as low as 0.01 mm in height and displays a 
graph to quickly find the right ski to the skier.
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Simple measuring devices, limited information, uncertain answers - value for skiers?

Plank+blade measurement Point method Eiker, schlegar, m.fl. SkiSelector

Initial analysis – sorting of skis by rigidity, camber height and waxing length. X

Rigidity curve where the ski’s elasticity properties and final camber can easily be seen. X

Camber curve that describes the ski’s various properties: X

waxing zone X X X X

camber height X X X

glide zone and glide analysis with track characteristics X

pressure points X X

dynamics X

skiing experience X

bearing capacity X

sensitivity analysis X

the camber curve’s grey zone (net waxing length) X

comparison of two or more skis via an easy-to-understand image X

Opening angle front / release angle rear X

The camber curve’s incline front and rear / half and full weight X

Analysis of stability X

Analysis of binding position, graphic presentation of results X

Impact on the results depending on who does the measuring 
Flatness tolerance
Length extension coefficient 
Deviation in dimensions and shape
Force
Accuracy of waxing length

major
>1 mm

2.3 mm/metre/100 Kelvin
very large variation

a few kg, due to balance problems
approx. +/- 50 mm

major
lack of reference plan

N/A
lack of reference plan

a few kg
approx. +/- 60 mm

medium
>0.1 mm

2.3 mm/metre/100 Kelvin
very large variation

N/A
approx. +/-20 mm

none
0.0025 mm

0.8 mm/metre/100 Kelvin
very small variation

to be calibrated, approx. +/- 0.5 kg
approx. +/- 8 mm

Comparison of measuring methods
for cross-country skis
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Classic - The workflow with SkiSelector in your shop

Step 1
Initial Analysis
The shop’s initial analysis and sorting process – the ski’s 
rigidity curve, characteristics, waxing length, camber height, 
categorisation, sorting skis by weight in the shop leads to a quick 
and effective sales process.

Approx. 33 seconds

Step 3
Camber analysis
– classic fundamental analysis, camber curve, characteristics, waxing 
length, dynamics.

Approx. 23 seconds

Step 2
Checking grip
– checking grip, how does the curve appear when the ski is thrust 
forward, do I achieve the desired grip?

Approx. 23 seconds

Analysis of glide zones – in gliding position and
during compression 

Approx. 23 seconds

•	 Analysis of stability

•	 Track characteristics

•	 Dynamics and camber height

•	 Best reliability and an effective process for  
choosing the most suitable skis in the shop

Glide analysis 
SkiSelector glide analysis, both classic and skate
6 different track characteristics

•	 Wet condition – hard tracks – ice and coarse snow

•	 Wet condition – soft tracks – soft, wet snow

•	 Universal – hard tracks – coarse, somewhat damp snow

•	 Universal – soft tracks – powdery, somewhat moist snow

•	 Cold conditions - hard tracks - coarse, dry snow

•	 Cold conditions - soft tracks - powdery, dry snow

Skate
With SkiSelector we identify the skis with the best glide and stability and ex-
cellent dynamics for the best skiing experience.
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Examples of camber curves (skis)

Klister ski 
half weight 1.14 mm/full weight 0.58 mm

Zero/Universal - Zero/Klister
half weight 1.05 mm/full weight 0.46 mm

Universal
half weight 1.00 mm/full weight 0.38 mm

Cold ski
half weight 0.76 mm/full weight 0.26 mm
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User feedback

“Skiers and retailers uses SkiSelector to find the perfect skis for all types of surfaces 
and snow conditions, both for recreational skiers and elite competitors.” 
Terje Langli, Norway – Former manager of the Norwegian waxing team – Former world champion and 
Olympic champion in skiing

What is your experience of your new skis which have been selected and analysed 
with SkiSelector?
“– Good support, Super glide, Great grip!” 
Peder Hvitfeldt, Milsluker’n Sport, Oslo, Norway - www.milslukern.no

“Exactly the right ski for all our customers, an incredible tool that simplifies our daily work.” 
Tony Pölder, Pölder Sport, Sweden - www.polder.se

”SkiSelector makes it easier for us to provide suitable skis to our skiers, the system 
confirms and analyses the ski in an enormously informative manner. SkiSelector 
suits the way we work with the skiers in our team and, as I see it, this is the way of the 
future when it comes to finding really good skis. We will be further developing our 
collaboration with SkiSelector in the future.” 
Stefan Storvall, Waxing Manager, Finland National Ski Team

”We at Tri Sport began selling racing skis in 2008 thanks to SkiSelector, which gave us 
the security to be able to pick out the right skis for each skier. We wouldn’t have been 
able to succeed as quickly or as well without SkiSelector. We are very happy with 
SkiSelector. SkiSelector has given our staff in the shop the security that the customer 
will receive the right ski for his/her requirements. Sales of skis for training/competition 
purposes have increased significantly since we began using SkiSelector.”
Trond Jensen, Tri Sport, Drammen, Norway



NORGE

SkiSelector AS
Gjølstadveien 100
1550 Hølen
Norway

market@skiselector.com

Marketing: +47 468 197 02
Customer service: +46 (0)8 643 02 15
Fax: +46 (0)8 643 02 31

INTERNATIONAL

Skiselector International AB
Hannebergsgatan 24
171 68 Solna
Sweden

market@skiselector.com

Marketing: +47 468 197 02
Custom service: +46 (0)8 643 02 15
Fax: +46 (0)8 643 02 31

SVERIGE & FINLAND (HEAD OFFICE)

Skiselector Sportdata AB
Hannebergsgatan 24
171 68 Solna
Sweden

support@skiselector.com

info@skiselector.com
Marketing: +46 (0)72 383 33 01
Customer service: +46 (0)8 643 02 15
Fax: +46 (0)8 643 02 31
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